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Just ONE MORE WEEK to enter the Australian Open
Book your place at one of the biggest annual events on the bowls calendar!

Entries close in ONE WEEK so be sure to put your name forward to play on the Gold
Coast.
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Enter below!
 

Karen Murphy named
National Assistant

Coach

Australia’s most prolific BCiB
Australian Jackaroos

representative, Karen Murphy, has
been confirmed as the new National
Assistant Coach, the first woman to
hold the coveted role in the sport of

bowls.

Read more

National Bowls Centre -
Expressions of interest

The establishment of a National
Bowls Centre (NBC) will become a

major priority for Bowls Australia
over the coming years, the

organisation’s Board and Executive
have declared in announcing

an Expression of Interest (EOI) for
potential venues.

Read more
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Teams announced for
BPL13

Despite a quick 53-day turnaround
between the most recent Bowls

Premier League and the impending
BPL13 at Brisbane’s Club Pine
Rivers, four team changes have

been made in preparation form April
20-23, 2021. Find out the changes

below.

Read more

Hayman, Smallacombe
create history at

Dandenong

Dawn Hayman (NSW) and Trystan
Smallacombe (NT) claimed the

respective women’s and men’s titles
at the long-awaited Australian

Champion of Champions, postponed
due to implications of COVID-19 in

2020.

Latest National
Rankings Update for

March Released

There has been a change at the
helm of the men's update, while the
race for number one is well and truly
heating up in the women's rankings.
Take a look at who made their move
in the latest update following a big

March on the bowls calendar.

Read more

Rookie Rollers a hit at
Rosewood

As the first school holidays of 2021
approach, students across the

country will go into the break with
new bowls skills under their belt.

Rookie Rollers is proving to be a hit
all around the nation. Check out

what Rosewood said below.
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Read more Read more

Learn to bowl video resource
 

A widely requested ‘learn to bowl’ video has been produced on behalf of clubs across the
country to utilise as an introductory tool for new participants.

The five-minute video explains the basic details of delivery and scoring, providing new
players with concise and consistent information and the foundations to start enjoying the

sport of bowls.

Read and watch the video
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Apia Double Up and Save Deal

Our wonderful partners Apia have launched a new ‘Double up and Save’ deal.

Save 20% on your 2nd policy when you combine your home and car insurance with Apia.

Offer ends May 14 - check out more below
 

Vale Faye Luke and Norma Wainwright
 

Bowls Australia is deeply saddened by the passing of two wonderful ladies in the bowls
community.

Former BCiB Jackaroos Team Manager Faye Luke and former Jackaroo Norma
Wainwright were loved by all at BA.

Read about their contributions below.

View offer

Faye Luke
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Special CEO update with Neil Dalrymple and Barrie Lester

Tune in as Bowls Australia CEO Neil Dalrymple and Jackaroo Barrie Lester catch up with
Clive Adams to discuss the Bowls Australia Disaster Relief Fun and the devastating floods

affecting the East Coast of the nation.

Norma Wainwright
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Latest BPL Merchandise Range
Get kitted out in the latest Bowls Premier League Merchandise!

Grab the updated guernseys, polos, caps and t'shirts for your favourite team!

All while stocks last, buy yours below 

"

 

Get involved in Roll Back The Clock

Our Roll Back the Clock program is regularly expanding across the country so make sure
your club gets involved with this great opportunity!

Check out the range
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Roll Back the Clock is a great way for clubs to engage with their community, keep
members active and expose people to bowls and even possible future membership! With

plenty of incentives to benefit your club, now is the perfect time to get involved.

Clubs just like Vermont South have enjoyed great success with Roll Back the Clock, and
your club can too!

 

SParms sun protection arm sleeves

☀ $ ❌

Learn More
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☀ $ ❌

We are pleased to announce that you can grab your SParms sun protection sleeves in our
E-Store!

The patented Italian fabric protects your skin from 99.8% of UVA and UVB rays, an
absolute must have for bowlers around the nation!

Get yours 

"

 

Development and Inclusion Manager position

Do you have a passion for increasing growth and participation in sport? Then we have the
position for you! A role of Development and Inclusion Manager is now available.

Apply below:
 

Get your SParms here

Apply
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New National Umpires range
Our National Umpires range has a brand new look, and it's available to you!

Grab your short or long sleeve polo, shorts and cap to make sure you're kitted out in the
latest gear when on the green.

Check out the range below.

The Bowls Shop newsletter

How exciting is this!

Check out the range
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How exciting is this!

We are pleased the announce the brand new Bowls Shop newsletter, keeping you up to
date with the latest drops and gear.

Hit subscribe below to sign up! 

"

Thank you for reading Bowls Australia's official e-newsletter, Bowls Connect.

You are receiving this email because you are a valued stakeholder or member of Bowls in Australia.

Want to change how you receive these emails?
You can update your preferences or unsubscribe.
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